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Case Study: 
 
TRW Automotive Systems - Detroit, MI., a manufacturing plant supplying steering gear and suspension 
systems to American and Asian automotive assembly plants. 
 
The BSI team conducted an effort to dramatically improve shop floor performance in a 450 person facility.  
This was a UAW Unionized plant with a 45 year history, with one of the toughest union-mgt. relationships 
we’ve encountered.  Initially, employees were convinced that BSI was there to document their processes 
with plans to move the entire operation to Mexico.  A focused effort was initiated in order to gain trust, 
establish buy-in, and obtain cooperation from employees, after which they agreed to assist with improvement 
initiatives. The BSI team then established a “Lean” implementation initiative with these key elements: 

 

 
 
 

 

Measurement of key performance indicators including safety, productivity, scrap, returns, set-up 
time reductions, and on-time deliveries.  
Full transparency designed for sharing performance metrics with all employees. 
Training efforts from basic problem identification through problem solving techniques.  
Organizing teams that included and were often led by hourly employees to address opportunities for 
improvement 
Implementation of 5S process in the plant 

 
Results: 
 
Within 6 months productivity had improved more than 20% plant-wide, corresponding to a 15% gain sharing 
bonus paid-out to hourly employees from an existing “Gain sharing” program, compared to an annual 
average 3.9% for the prior 10 years. Quality as measured by scrap was reduced by 15%. Set-up time on five 
machines worth $6mm each was reduced from an average of more than 20 hrs. each to less than 4 hours 
each. This was accomplished with only $600 in tooling expenditures. This set up reduction effort reduced a 7 
day/wk, 3 shift operation to a 6 day/week schedule, thus eliminating a planned $6mm capital investment for 
an additional machine. 
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